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7 Day Camp Report 

NSS unit of Sanjo college organized a special camp for NSS volunteers. In our college 

campus during the Christmas vacation, about 44  students were attended the camp. It 

was a 7 day programme started on 20 December and ended on 26 December 2018 . The 

camp was entitled as SUKURTHAM 2018!  

 The camp was mainly focused on the renewal and reconstruction of  

flooded areas, Panniyarkutty village, ward XIII  As a part of our programme, The NSS  

Volunteers built a New Waiting Shed for the exhausted people or passengers. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

ACTIVITIES UNDER TAKEN DURING THE 7 DAYS 

20/12/2018 ( Day 1) 

 On 20- 12-18 the first day our camp. The volunteers were given the 

orientation and assignment of various duties.  The volunteers were given guidance on 

the 7 day programme. The 44 volunteers reported at thecamps on time .After the 

registration and indroducing the  volunteers to what they are up to for the 7 days, they 

were divided in to 4 group. Each group were assigned with different duties . The camp 

inauguration was at 5 p.m  The District Panchayath president Kochu Theresa Paulose 

inaugurated the camp. To make interactive session on group dynamics was arranged  

that lasted from 6.00 to 8 p.m The session was interesting with different  groups actives 

and ice breaking that the volunteers became active there after. The days programme 

came to an end with dinner and a common guidance on the other days programme. 

 



 

 

21/12/2018  ( Day 2) 

 The second day was as according to preplanned schedule. he day 

started with yoga at 6.00 to 7 a.m. The session was handled by ANDHU M.R(yoga 

master). After the yoga class the team assembled for flag hoisting, message of the day 

and for the guidance on days manual labour(waiting shed construction). After the break 

fast the team moved to the project location and started the concerned works. The 

volunteers actively took part in the manual labour. The work lasted till1.30 p.m and the 

team dispersed for lunch and following class on personality development at 2.30 p.m 

The class  was handled by Sr Joice S.H . After the tea break at 4.30p.m the volunteers got 

ready  for the cultural programmes. The assigned groups presented different prommes, 

the camp paper and previous report. After the dinner and evaluation  on the days 

programmes came to an end. 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

22/12/2018 ( Day 3) 

 The 3rd day started with yoga at 6.30 as usual and assembling for the flag hoisting 

and message of day.  After breakfast the volunteers dispersed for days manual work. 

The work lasted till 1.30 p.m. and the team dispersed for lunch and following class on 

motivation at 2.30 p.m. The class handled by Mr. Mathews Ikara. After the tea break at 

4.30 p.m the volunteers got ready for the cultural programmes. After the cultural 

programmes the assigned group presented the camp paper and previous report. After 

the dinner and evaluation on the days programmes came to an end. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



23-12-2018 ( Day 4) 

The 4 th day started with yoga at 6.30 as usual and assembling for the flag hoisting 

and message of day.  After breakfast the volunteers dispersed for days manual work.The 

work lasted till 1.30 p.m. andthe team dispersed for lunch and following class on social 

media  at 2.30 p.m.The class handled by Mr. Dixon .After the tea break at 4.30 p.m the 

volunteers got ready for the cultural programmes. After the cultural programmes the 

assigned group presented the camp paper and previous report. After the dinner and 

evaluation on the days programmes came to an end. 

 

 

24 /12/2018 ( Day 5) 

 On 5 th  day started with yoga at 6.30 as usual and assembling for the flag hoisting and 

message of day.  Fourth day mainly focused on clening activities for flood affect aries. 

AsA part of suchitha mission, the project named, green village, clean village conducted 

under the auspicious of NSS unit of sanjo college in panniyarkutty village, especially the 

flooded areas with immense participation of people.  The cleaning activities lasted 2 p.m 

and the team dispersed for lunch and  volunteers took rest for some time. After the tea 

break at 5 p.m the volunteers got ready for the cultural programmes. After the cultural 

programmes  went to bed at 10.30pm. 



 

 



 

25/12/2018 ( Day 6) 

 Yoga class become a daily routine of NSS Volunteers. At 8.a.m NSS volunteers 

assembled and had their break fast. The fifth day there was no manual work. Christmas 

celebration was conducted in thise camp.  All the volunteers retuned at 6.p.m after the 

Christmas celebration after the hours break, they  conducted cultural programmes and 

evaluation of the day. The camp fire  was  also on the same day that lasted till 1.a.m. The 

programme including dances individual games group game around the fire. The 

programme came to an end , the volunteers went to bed at 1.30 a.m. 

 

 



26/12/2018   ( Day 7) 

The last day session started late in the morning, because the volunteers were allowed to 

take rest till 8 a.m because of the delayed  night programme of  formal conclusion and 

camp fire. The day started with flag hoist and general cleaning. Followed by this the 

volunteers were gathered in the auditorium for camp evalution and sharing of 

experiences. The contribution from all the volunteers for the manuscript was collcted 

meanwhile to be filed and released later. Prize for the best camper, best active worker 

etc. were also distributed. Thereafter four volunteers each  from girls and boys   shared 

their experience. The whole session came to an end at 12.p,m and the volunteers were 

directed to the campus and  there  by to their home  
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